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COLLECTIONS 101
A look into Anoka County’s process for 
collecting on MAXIS & MEC2 claims

ESTABLISHMENT

 1. Claims are sent to our unit via email from our document 
support system ONBASE

 2. Support staff loads the claim and reassigns the email to a 
different folder for claims worker

 3. Letters are sent from MAXIS either Certified or Regular Mail

COLLECTIONS

 Claims worker reviews new case or new claim if case already exists

 ALWAYS make sure each responsible party has a current address on 
the CADR screen

 Evaluate the case information to see if client is current on benefits for 
recoupments or closed on claim related program. Calendar to 
monitor that a recoupment will in fact be coming the next month

 If no recoupments are likely- calendar for RR claim to be entered 
within 4-6 weeks from receiving case

 5675 forms are your friend
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JOL’S

 When cards come back signed always make a claim note & 
review case to see if JOL filing criteria has been met

 Cards go in either a yes cabinet or a no cabinet ( at my desk) for 
safe keeping

 DHS likes them filed within 90 days if possible but if it is tax season 
and client has a RR claim may extend to make sure claim isn’t PIF 
with RR intercept first.

 All counties are e-file now so check with court admin for the 
process that they would like you to use

PAYMENTS

 MAXIS receipts are sent to claims workers daily
 Update RR balances

 Close any paid claims

 Monitor for compromised payments

 Document Direct
 FN840404 pulled weekly to monitor TOP postings

 FN790301 pulled monthly- shows recoupments from home county

► Top RA’s
► If client signs but claim is MFIP- make a copy and give to support staff so 

payments can be applied to FS portion first

FRAUD

 Claims are often in MAXIS prior to conviction
 Upon conviction certify in RR immediately (if not already)

 Meet with client one on one after sentencing
 Give background on collection process

 Establish a RA & give information on where to send payments

 Employment status for any future garnishments

 Build a good working relationship to promote a better collection rate
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GARNISHMENTS

 Active judgment (either JOL or restitution) & no payments for a 
good length of time & job is located

 Send pre-garnishment letter to hopefully spark a payment

 No response to pre-garnishment letter send a 10 day intent to garnish 
letter that has been signed by County Attorney to the client

 Still no response- obtain a Writ of Execution from Court Admin & send to 
employer ( ALWAYS consult with your County Attorney’s office prior to 
get the most up to date procedures that should be followed)

APPEALS

 Once notified of an appeal
 Stop all letters

 Place RR on hold

 Stop recoupments

 Request appeals documentation for file

 Calendar to monitor appeal process in case not notified of a decision

APPEALS

 Once appeals decision is reached
 Proceed with collections according to decision

 Start letters

 Remove RR hold

 Make sure you start recoupments- DO NOT FORGET THIS

 Request appeal documentation for file if not provided

 If claim needs to be adjusted in any way make sure you receive a Gen-11 

 Close claim if found not valid and no collections needed- again get a Gen-11 
so claim may be adjusted
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MEC2 CLAIMS

ESTABLISHMENT

 Claims are established at the Childcare Assistance office 

 The responsible parties names & claim # are then sent to claims 
worker to send out a certified letter- not sure all counties do this

 Claims worker will case note the sending of the letter & whether it 
is returned signed or not- if not signed no new letter is sent 
because they receive notice from Childcare Assistance- certified 
letters are so we may obtain a JOL in the future

COLLECTIONS

 Once CCA case closes an email is sent with the collections form 
to claims worker

 Collection worker immediately certifies clients in RR & sends a 
repayment letter & uploads claim to ONBASE

 If client goes back on CCA in Anoka County- Childcare 
Assistance will email to suspend collections- letters stopped & 
hold placed on RR

 If case closes again & there is still a balance owed- Childcare 
Assistance will email collections to resume- letters started and RR 
hold removed- with balance updated if needed to reflect 
recoupments
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PAYMENTS

 I receive a spreadsheet of MEC2 receipts daily
 Update RR balances

 Close any cases that are paid in full

 Monitor for any compromise payments so claim amount can be adjusted

 Pull claims listing from MEC2 every few months to monitor 
recoupments, adjust RR balances and close cases that have zero 
balances from recouping (usually from recoupments happening 
in other counties)

JOL’S

 Sending out the certified notices has allowed for Anoka County 
to obtain JOLS for Childcare Assistance claims

 We follow the same criteria as we would for MAXIS claims

CONCILIATION COURT

 Anoka County will request judgments for CCA claims through 
conciliation court proceedings

 A CCA demand letter that goes to the client giving them 2 weeks to 
enter into an RA or we will proceed with court (this usually works)

 Calendar for deadline if no contact we will initiate conciliation court 
proceedings to obtain a judgment for possible wage garnishment-
follow county court rules for court
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Fraud claims & garnishments are 
handled the same way for both 
MAXIS and MEC2 claims

QUESTIONS???

 The following has been a presentation of Anoka County’s process 
for collections but we would like to remind you to consult with 
your County Attorney and Court Administration prior to 
incorporating any of this process into your departments.










































